Wood router youtube

A wood router is considered a versatile piece of woodworking equipment in a workshop. It is a
powerful tool or a cutter that spins a bit, at a very high speed with the many different types of
bits purchased for a wood router. The woodwork jobs are made easier to complete. The use of a
wood router takes a bit of practice but not difficult. For safe and successful use, we will help
you increase your knowledge and enhance your skills on how to use a wood router for
beginners. The important things you need for this project includes a wood router. Choose the
right bit for your task including the straight cutting dado bit, cove bit, rabbeting bit, ogee bit,
and round-over bit. Wear a safety gear to protect your eyes like safety goggles. Properly install
a router bit. The bit should be sharp and clean. Avoiding splintering wood when using a router
with woods such as oak with a strong grain, so be careful handling it. A common mistake that
wood router first-timers make is advancing the wood router in the wrong direction along the
wood. Moving the router in the opposite direction in rotating motion achieves the best results,
done from left to right. Ted's Woodworking Plans contains complete instructions from start to
finish, leaving absolutely no guesswork. Here is what you get:. The bit should be secured firmly
into the collet with the appropriate speed. A fixed base router is set on the depth of the cut
before using the router. This type of router stays fixed. Plunge routers have the option in fixing
the depth to get the best benefits of a wood router. A straight cutting dado bit makes a square
channel located in the middle of a wood piece. An ogee bit is also referred to as a Roman Ogee,
used in cutting an ornate S-shaped profile on the edge of a stock. On the other hand, a
rabbeting bit is used in cutting a square dado profile and a round over bit cuts a rounded profile
into the piece of wood square edge. Always read the instructional manual of the wood router
you newly purchased to get an idea of how it works. Take note of the safety precautions and
maintenance tips for the best results. Also, check for the device and parts warranty. Product
reviews online can help you so you can choose the right brand for your woodwork project.
There are many brands of wood router available at Amazon. A wood router is a helpful power
tool used to route an area in a hard material like a plastic or wood. Routers are used in
woodworking most especially cabinetry. The original form of the router is a hand tool type. Do
you find this helpful guide helpful? Share and like this post and leave a comment to share your
ideas, thoughts, opinions, or to simply post a question. Related Posts. A wood router is a very
versatile power tool for applying basic or complex edge profiles on a piece of stock e. However,
a router can do a lot more than that. With some practice, the router can be used to perform a
wide variety of woodworking tasks that might otherwise be done by hand. If you're just a
beginner woodworker getting started in your craft and don't have much experience with safely
using either a stationary or plunge router , this is a great place to start. For starters, a wood
router is a high-speed rotary tool with a collet on the end of the motor's shaft for connecting
various router bits onto the motor. By using various bits, the woodworker can apply an almost
limitless number of profiles onto the edge of a board. Many router kits include a single motor
that can be interchanged between a pair of bases for versatility. There are hundreds of different
types of router bits when one considers all of the shapes, shank sizes, bearing tips, and other
options. However, there are ten basic router bit shapes or profiles that when used in
combination, can shape a great many complex edge profiles. If you're just starting and don't
know what router bits profiles you'll need, these 10 bits are a great start. A proper edge profile
requires the bit to turn smoothly as it is being applied to the edge of the stock. The first step to
ensuring that the bit turns smoothly is to make sure it is installed properly in the router's collet.
It's important to install router bits properly, no matter what shank size bit you're using. A
router's motor can rotate the spinning bit at speeds of up to 25, rotations per minute rpm ,
which is more than rotations per second. Most routers have the ability to adjust the motor's
speed, as you certainly wouldn't want to use such high speeds with every bit and every routing
application. If you take a long hard look at the router bit selection at any fine woodworking
supplier, you'll find that the bits are available in two different shaft sizes, or shanks, that fit into
the collet of a router. When you're ready to invest in your first router, you'll have a lot of
questions. Do you know what features you should look for? Should you buy a plunge router to
start? Or maybe a stationary base router? Do you know what models are worth your investment
and which may not fit your needs? Will you need to use your router in a router table, and if so,
what router models offer above-the-table depth adjustments? Which router represents the best
value for the money? Our woodworking router buying guide will help you to make an informed
decision. What Is a Wood Router? Ten Basic Router Bits to Know. Install Router Bits Properly.
Selecting Proper Router Bit Speeds. Continue to 5 of 6 below. Woodworking Router Buying
Guide. Read More. Wood routers are great portable power tools that are used in almost every
wood working project. This means that the wood router is a tool intended to use for diverse
wood working projects. Wood working projects can vary from decorative to functionality
intended projects around your home. What can you do with a wood router? Just look around

and in your house. Picture frames for example. Kitchen cabinets, desks, edges. You can also be
creative and cut multiple holes in wood in order to create more decorative woodwork. And not
just woodwork, the wood router is an excellent tool to use for cutting and trimming plastic,
metal and laminates. Wood routers are the ultimate go-to tool of every craftsman. The first step
you need to do is to start loose the collet by turning the collet nut anti-clockwise and insert the
router bit you want to use. Then start installing the bit by tightening the collet nut clockwise.
But remember to not over tighten the collet. After that, turn the router switch on. Test it on a
piece of wood to make sure everything is working as it should. After testing, make any
adjustment if needed. Start routing the wood moving the router from right to left. The material
needs to be secured on the bench. Use a router mat which provides an excellent non-skid
surface. With your project on the mat you can work around all four edges without interference.
You can find router mats at home centers and woodworking specialty stores. First thing, your
eyes. Second, your ears too! And you should, of course, as a standard protection procedure
always wear eye protection when using tools. Safety is the main consideration when using a
router as the tool cuts with an un-guarded, high speed rotating blade. Preparation before use is
essential. Always make sure the wood you are working on is securely fixed in place before you
start routing. Unsecured items can move hence damaging your work and potentially harming
you as well. Wood router tables can be used with medium and larger sized plunge and fixed
based routers. Router tables vary in sizes from stand-alone to bench-top. The router is mounted
upside down on a special plate that fits into a hole cut into a table top. Otherwise, it operates
the same. The advantage of this is that it makes more accurate cuts and expands the use of a
router. The most important part of the wood router are its router bits. Without them, the router is
basically just a motor that rotates. When you purchase router bits, you should keep an eye on
the profile of the bits pictured below. If the bit is dull, chipped, excessively burned or has any
other defect, it should be sharpened or replaced before use. The cutting bit of a router rotates
clockwise. For this reason it is important to hold the router firmly and router the piece from left
to right, so that essentially the wood being cut is being fed into the cutting bit. If the cut is being
made along the grain it should be effortless and smooth. When a cut is made and cuts across
the grain, place a piece of scrap wood at the end of the wood so that it does not blow-out
splitting of wood at the end of the grain. Unless absolutely necessary, never router wood from
right to left with the cutting bit rotating clockwise. When beginning to work with a piece of
wood, begin by making a series of several shallow cuts. This will keep the wood from
splintering and allow for greater control of the router. Making several shallow cuts will also
compensate for inadvertent gouges made into the wood by the router. Sometimes this occurs
because of knots or uneven pressure on the router. Making a final cut, slightly deeper than the
cut where the gouge appeared, will seamlessly remove the gouge or any burn marks caused by
the router. The first thing to keep in mind is to use really sharp and top quality bits. We say top
quality because cheaper bits will likely have cheaper carbides, meaning that the bit may not cut
as cleanly as a better bit would. To give you the best results, always purchase the best bit you
can reasonably afford. This poses a bit of a problem when you need to route end-grain. Start
cutting the ends first. Any tear-out on the edges will be cleaned up when you cut the side edges
with the grain afterward. If you find that routing the entire profile that in one pass of the router
causes splinters, try making a few passes removing only a little bit of stock at a time. Your bit
will be much less likely to grab and tear if it has less to grab onto. The speed at which you pass
the router bit through the wood is important as well. Every experienced woodworker expects the
possibility of a tear-out. Chunks of the wood is significantly ripped away from the board instead
of being cut smoothly. This can occur at any point of woodworking, but most often tear-out
occurs on the corners right where the bit grabs the end grain and splits it along the grain. The
woodwork will look ugly afterwards. But there are solutions to this problem too, with the proper
use and implementation of course. As a standard, use sharp and clean bits. Having the cutting
edges as sharp as possible is not only safer, but it helps you produce better results as a
woodworker. This is certainly the case when using router bits. Keeping the bits sharp and as
free of pitch as possible will allow the bit to cut cleanly. If the bit is dull or laden with pitch, it
will tend to grab and tear rather than making a precise cut. The larger the diameter of the bit, the
slower the speed that the bit should be used. Adjusting the speed appropriately will keep the bit
cutting cleanly and will help in reducing the heat build-up and burning. The bit will then keep
cutting into this sacrificial block, not allowing the bit to grab the end grain. This method is most
often employed when routing on a router table, but can be used when hand routing by clamping
the sacrificial board in place next to the workpiece. You got to move in with the outlined
direction on your wood in order to safely use your wood router. When routing the outside edge
of a board, you should go counterclockwise. When routing the inside edge of a frame, move in a
clockwise direction. Going in the correct direction prevents the router from climb cutting and

getting away from you. Start on the end grain. As the bit exits the end grain, it may slightly chip
the adjacent edge. Get up to 4 free estimates. So how to use a wood router? Before you start
The first step you need to do is to start loose the collet by turning the collet nut anti-clockwise
and insert the router bit you want to use. Protect yourself before you start working First thing,
your eyes. Router Bits The most important part of the wood router are its router bits. Straight
bits make cuts straight into a material to form a groove or dado groove across the wood grain
or to hollow out an area for a mortise or inlay. Straight router bits come in a variety of diameters
and lengths. Rabbeting bits are designed specifically for one purpose, to cut a rabbet shoulder
in the edge of the woodwork , and are often used to join pieces. They can be purchased in a set
that includes bearings of different diameters, allowing a single bit to produce rabbets of
different sizes. Flush-trim bits are used to trim the edges of material flush with the edge of
another. The bearing may be at the tip of the bit or at the base. Chamfer bits cut a bevel of a
particular angle to make the decoration of the edges easier of a surface. They also can create
the beveled edges needed to join multi-sided constructions. Edge-forming bits are most often
use to cut a decorative edge. Many edge-forming bits include a pilot bearing. In most cases,
these bits are used for final decoration of a project where edges have already been established
and can serve as guides for the bit. Specialized bits. The specialized bits are used for specific
tasks. These bits are large and can be used safely only in a table-mounted router. Other
specialized bits include dovetail bits, drawer-lock bits, finger-joint bits and lock-miter bits.
Avoid wood splintering The first thing to keep in mind is to use really sharp and top quality bits.
Go in the right direction when cutting You got to move in with the outlined direction on your
wood in order to safely use your wood router. Subscribe to our newsletter Send. Share this. To
create this article, 12 people, some anonymous, worked to edit and improve it over time. This
article has been viewed 25, times. Learn more The first major power tool a woodworker buys is
a table saw. That is usually followed by a wood router, power miter saw, drill press and joiner.
Wood routers spin very sharp bits at high rates of speed. It isn't difficult to learn to operate a
wood router, although it can be appear intimidating to a novice. We've been helping billions of
people around the world continue to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade. Every
dollar contributed enables us to keep providing high-quality how-to help to people like you.
Please consider supporting our work with a contribution to wikiHow. Log in Social login does
not work in incognito and private browsers. Please log in with your username or email to
continue. No account yet? Create an account. Edit this Article. We use cookies to make wikiHow
great. By using our site, you agree to our cookie policy. Cookie Settings. Learn why people trust
wikiHow. Download Article Explore this Article methods. Tips and Warnings. Related Articles.
Author Info Last Updated: May 31, Method 1 of Decide which router you want to purchase. The
most common wood router is a mid-size router that varies from 1. This size router is used for a
variety of tasks, including the trimming of laminates, routing of molding and the cutting of
dadoes and rabbit joints. It usually comes with a. Next is the trim or palm router. It rarely comes
with anything other than a fixed-router base. It can be gripped in the palm of your hand and
operated with one hand due to its size and can be used for laminate trimming; light edging,
such as rounding over an edge; and to cut small dadoes and rabbits. The heaviest and largest
of the three types are the 2. These routers come with a fixed base and are usually found in
professional woodworking shops. They are also often found bolted under a router table and
used in molding and trim work or dealing with hardwoods. Method 2 of Install the router bit that
you want to use by loosening the collett. This is done by turning the collett nut
counter-clockwise. Insert the desired bit and tighten the collett by turning the nut clockwise.
Clamp on the base and loosen the slide of the router body to the depth you need. Then, reclamp
the body in place. Turn the router on. Use a scrap piece of wood to check the depth of the bit.
Method 3 of Set the depth of a plunge base router by setting the depth stop on the router base.
This allows the motor to plunge downward to the depth you desire for making the cut. Switch on
the router. Push downward and move the router from right to left while holding down on the
base. Let up when you have reached the end of your cut. The motor should move upward
retracting the bit. Use a router table. These tables can be used with medium and larger sized
plunge and fixed-base routers. They vary in size from stand-alone to bench-top. The router is
mounted upside down on a special plate that fits into a hole cut into a table top. Otherwise, it
operates the same. The advantage is that it makes more accurate cuts and expands the use of a
router. Include your email address to get a message when this question is answered. By using
this service, some information may be shared with YouTube. Cut in increments when routing a
deep score. It is possible to overload the router and burn the wood. This action would also
overheat the motor. Helpful 5 Not Helpful 0. The advantage of a plunge router base over the
fixed-base router is that, when you are through with routing, the bit moves back up into the
base. This allows you to immediately shut the router down. Helpful 3 Not Helpful 1. The method

of depth adjustment differs with manufacturers. You should always follow instructions for your
particular wood router. Helpful 2 Not Helpful 2. Submit a Tip All tip submissions are carefully
reviewed before being published. Do not over-tighten the collett. Helpful 0 Not Helpful 0. Related
wikiHows How to. How to. Co-authors: Updated: May 31, Categories: Woodworking Tools
Shaping Tools. Thanks to all authors for creating a page that has been read 25, times. Did this
article help you? Yes No. Cookies make wikiHow better. By continuing to use our site, you
agree to our cookie policy. About This Article. Related Articles How to. By signing up you are
agreeing to receive emails according to our privacy policy. Follow Us. Get all the best how-tos!
X Help us do more We've been helping billions of people around the world continue to learn,
adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade. Let's do this! Affordable 4x4 table size cnc wood
router HTG for sale. Affordable price China rotary cnc router 4 axis cnc router China affordable
price CNC router machine with 4th axis rotary is Manufacturer for cnc router engraver in china,
large working area, Buy Affordable price dual spindle cnc routers from China Hitec manu CNC
router for woodworking capable of cutting and engraving Arylic, Mini cnc jade, ganite, jewelty
hobby desktop cnc machine with water Apply to process the dimensional wave plate, cabinet
doors, solid w Affordable price cnc router machine HTM with heavy duty body MDF cabinet door
making cnc router could engrave and cut wood, mdf Three heads atc cnc router for cabinet door
making hot sale in ma Hitec heavy duty cnc stone carving machine mainly used for marble,g
Cheap price 4axis cnc router machine woodworking for sale best 4axis cnc router machine for
sale with cost price Affordable price China rotary table cnc router 4 axis cnc router Affordable
price China rotary cnc router 4 axis cnc router Mini cnc jade, ganite, jewelty hobby desktop cnc
machine with water cooling system Mini cnc jade, ganite, jewelty hobby desktop cnc machine
with water MDF cabinet door making cnc router MDF cabinet door making cnc router could
engrave and cut wood, mdf Affordable 4axis cnc wood router for sale best Affordable 4axis cnc
wood router for sale 4 Axis CNC Three heads atc cnc router for cabinet door process Three
heads atc cnc router for cabinet door making hot sale in ma High quality ATC 4 axis cnc router
machine with HSD swing spindle 4 axis cnc router machine is professional for wood, mould,
foam, doors, windows, kitchen decoration etc. Heavy duty cnc stone carving machine for
marble ganite Hitec heavy duty cnc stone carving machine mainly used for marble,g Three
spindles panel furniture cnc wood router machine with horizontale drilling system three
spindles panel furniture cnc wood router machine with horizont The best wood router depends
on the wood density and the depth you will generally be routing. Often the best woodworking
router is a compromise in the middle, for both portability and movability, and power. Routers
are power tools that are commonly used in woodworking. They are generally used to cut out
sections off a piece of wood. The earliest uses of wood routers were for decorative
woodworking, where they proved especially useful for making intricate and elaborate cuts in
wood. Over time, these tools were employed for many other uses, and they are now essential
for most types of building, decorating repair, and restoration work. Wood routers are some of
the most versatile wood machining tools to have in your workshop. They can be used for
cutting, shaping, and grooving, and they are especially useful for creating precise joins between
two pieces of wood. Whether you are making a cabinet, building a staircase, or making skirting
boards, you will get a lot of use out of a good wood router. The first handheld routers were
invented around by Mr. The best routers come with variable speed controls that allow you to
adjust the speed according to the demands of the job. With plunge routers in particular, it is
important to ensure that each single pass cuts at a fairly shallow depth. This reduces stress on
the motor and prevents it from burning out. The best plunge routers actually come with a depth
lock that maintains precisely the same depth at each pass for this very reason. It is a good idea
to get a wood router that has two handles, one on each side. This provides you a handle for
gripping, and one for control. Combined with a smooth base plate, this ensures stable and
consistent operation. A few brands specialize in wood routers that are intended for the DIY
market. Unfortunately, DIY models tend to be inaccurate, and many are prone to breakage. Even
if you only plan on using your wood router occasionally, you would be better off with a
professional model instead of settling for a DIY model. Even the most basic pro models will give
you better value for your money than the most fully-featured DIY models. Investing in a
pro-quality model will pay off in many ways in the long run. These models are more durable and
are made of higher quality materials and components. They will provide better performance and
be easier to use, than a DIY model. A bad tool can put DIYers of woodworking by getting bad
results. It is important that the depth control allows for a consistent result, and to not ruin your
work. You will, of course, want a router that provides sufficient power for demanding jobs. Keep
in mind though that power often comes with size and weight. The most powerful routers tend to
be quite heavy and difficult to manage, so you might want to go for a slightly less powerful
model that is easier to handle. It would be helpful to figure out what type of work you plan to do

with your router and base your decision from there. Powerful routers can be started by just
pushing the plunge down into the wood surface, but this can be better done using some irwin
drill bits in your best drill to bore out an area to start your tool off more smoothly. Cordless
wood routers offer the advantages of portability and convenience. Some battery-operated
models actually provide sufficient power and performance for small jobs, but maybe
underpowered when it comes to more demanding work. Again you have to decide whether
convenience and portability are more important than power or vice versa. Another good thing
about a cordless wood router, even with plenty of power it will easily fit inside your portable tool
storage. Both a rolling tool tote for when you are on-the-go doing maintenance work. They also
tend to produce smoother cuts and last longer. It delivers speed, power, and precision in a
handy and easy-to-use package. The powerful 8-amp motor rotates at a top speed of 27, RPM,
making it possible to perform smooth routing work. The flat-top design makes it easy to change
out bits when needed, and the contoured handles ensure comfy handling and better control.
Pumping out 15 amps of power, it remains easy to use due to its smooth plunge action. On the
other hand, the Festool OF has a 2,watt motor that can cut through the hardest materials with
ease. Even with its impressive power, it is remarkably easy to maneuver and can be controlled
easily for precision woodwork. This ensures smooth and consistent results even when routing
through tough wood. Other features such as the swiveling chip deflector and integrated dust
extraction ports effectively clear out debris from corners, making you work more efficiently. The
Makita XTR01T8J combines the power and performance of a corded router with the convenience
and portability of a battery-operated unit. The volt battery can be fully charged in only 45
minutes, after which you get considerably longer run times than most other models. The
variable speed control dial lets you go from 10, RPM to 30, RPM, which is suitable for a wide
range of woodworking tasks. The XTR01T8J also comes with electronic speed control that
ensures consistent speeds even under heavy loads. When portability and convenience make
the most appealing wood router for you the Makita XTR01T8J 18v battery-powered wood router
is surprisingly powerful. It can be used for most cabinetry and woodworking applications due to
its variable speed control dial. Joiners typically require clean and precisely cut edges. Wood
routers can make it much easier to create perfect edges, to a set depth, even when working with
narrow pieces. They are just as effective at making even and precise level cuts on curved edges
as they are on straight edges. Even better, they make it possible to perform the same precise
cuts on several different pieces of wood. Both tools can be used for different timber buzzing
and shaping jobs interchangeably. Using a wood router is a great way to replicate specific cuts,
patterns, or designs. They are particularly useful for intricate repair or restoration work where it
is essential to match individual pieces with each other perfectly. With a good wood router, it is
possible to use a single piece as a template for succeeding cuts. Wood routers make it possible
to carve out rabbets cleanly. These are the recesses or grooves cut into the wood, which are
usually seen in cabinets or bookcases. The best wood routers can be used with different rabbet
bits, allowing for rabbets of different widths. When building tables or cabinet tops a wood router
can be used with a simple track to perfectly flatten and level timber, to wide for a portable
thickness planner. Wood routers are especially useful for shaping moldings. By using a variety
of different bits, routers make it much easier to create fairly-simple rounded moldings to more
elaborate designs and patterns. These tools are especially effective for creating intricate beaded
patterns that can be used indoors, windows, and baseboards. I have used the Makita RPK for 2
years, it is easy to use without a guide even though it is included. I have uses it for a few
different jobs but mostly making check-outs in stair stringers. It is easy to get the hang of using
it as it is light-weight and easy to move around. Glad to hear this helped you! Please dont forget
to follow Banging Toolbox on. Terms and Conditions - Privacy Policy. Share Send Email Tweet
Share. Banging Toolbox is a reader-supported website, approved purchases may earn a small
commission. Learn more. Table Of Contents show. Best plunge wood router. Best fixed base
plunge router kits. Best cordless wood router. Palm routers Corded. Before choosing the best
woodworking router. Understand the two wood router shank sizes. Choosing a woodworking
router to buy. Who uses wood routers the most? Tips for using a wood router. Top wood router
comparison. Makita RPK review. Makita RPFC review. Makita xtr01t83 review. Long tool life due
to big ball bearing. Good size and is easy to use for small jobs. Easy to change out bits due to
the flat-top design. Precision cutting made possible by plunge depth adjustment control. Comes
with a guide. Not variable speed. The powerful motor ensures smooth and consistent results
with big jobs. Linear ball bearings help improve performance and plunge action. Quick-plunge
depth adjustment control ensures precise routing. Variable speed. A little heavy for small jobs.
Powerful 15 amp motor. Comfortable handles for good control. Easy to read depth gauge. Has
an always-on led light to help with visibility. Plastic dust collection fitting can break easily. Top
of the range for serious joiners and cab-nit makers. Powerful yet easy to use. Variable speed

control. Excellent Depth Adjustment. The collet can be prone to breakage. Powerful motor cuts
through most materials with ease. Variable speed control for a wide variety of routing jobs.
Precision work is possible with the micro-fine bit depth adjustment. The switch can be prone to
issues. Shiny hard plastic handles are a bit slippery. Easy to control D handle. Quiet and low
vibration in use. D handle can tempt you to push the router. Not a plunge router, but a fixed
base. Comes with both a fixed, and plunge base for different routering jobs. Has a powerful
Amp motor is enough for small but demanding jobs. Consistent performance due to advanced.
Variable speed dial ensures flexibility for a wide variety of tasks. Durable aluminum motor and
base. A sealed power switch enhances durability. The switch is prone to failure. Base height
can be difficult to adjust. Comes with both options of a fixed base and a plunge wood router
base. Small and easy to use. Affordable kit. Variable speed 11 amp motor. Comes in a box.
Some find the speed dial to become loose and move unintentionally. The DeWalt variable-speed
multi-base kit has a bit more power. Comes with both a fixed and plunge changeable base.
Option to get D handle version. Comes in a bag rather than a box. More expensive than the
Hitachi for basically the same thing. Comfortable plunge base. Good for small tasks. Less
power than the rest at 5. Fast and powerful motor. Runs longer than other models on a single
charge. Long tool life. Charges fully in about 45 minutes. Easier to hold than other palm routers
giving more stability and accuracy in use. Only good for very small routing jobs. Runs on an
18v battery. Relatively well made for a DIY model, but not perfect. DIY brand, not a pro brand.
Does not come with a battery. The depth adjustment knob can become loose. Consistent speed
due to electronic speed control. Variable speed control between 10, and 30, RMP. Starts up
smoothly due to the soft-start feature. The high-visibility base design makes it easy to see the
work area. Depth scales are easy to read. The opening of the fixed base is a bit too small. Soft
starting motor. Led lights to help visibility. Ridged design. Clean design. Has led light. DIY
Brand. Motor gets too hot. Can be hard to change bits. Introduction Routers are power tools
that are commonly used in woodworking. Features to consider first Variable speed. It allows the
router to be used effectively with a variety of bit sizes. Electronic feedback circuitry. Soft start.
Ensures a safer and more comfortable operation. Spindle lock. It allows for quick and easy bit
changes. Above the table adjustment. Enables depth adjustments from above the table. Router
table. Routers can be mounted upside down on a router table, depending on the table. You can
also buy a custom plunge base for this. Before choosing the best woodworking router Pick the
right brand. What is the power to weight ratio. When to go cordless or electric. Joiners and
woodworkers. Cabinet makers. Tips for using a wood router The most important thing to keep in
mind when using a wood router is to always wear safety goggles. You need to make sure that
they fit tightly fit on your face to prevent wood chips from entering and hitting you in the eyes,
rather than just glasses. In general, it is best to keep the plunger locked down as much as
possible. After using your router, you should release the plunge lock in order to avoid
damaging the routing heads. This will also prevent any marks on the cutting blade to be
transferred to the next piece you will be working on. Because router blades turn in a clockwise
motion, you should feed your router left to right. This will ensure that the blade comes into
contact with the wood properly. Pushing the router will give you better control than pulling it.
You can change to a twisting motion when you get close to the line you are routing to have
more control. Always clean out the dust and debris from your router when you are done. This
will prevent clogging and help preserve the life of your router. And if your router comes with a
dust extraction hood use it! You can also use your leather woodworking apron to add a layer of
protection from flying woodchips and dust that can get stuck in your clothes. Make sure to
avoid forcing the router through the wood, this could leave burn marks due to the friction
produced by the spinning blade. It is best to work in a shaded area or with sunglasses on. As
working with a router often requires you to keep your eyes open for long periods of time, which
can cause discomfort to your eyes in bright sunlight. Also having a good pair of sturdy irwin
quick grip clamps can make a huge difference to your routering jobs. A stable workpiece is
much easier to work with, without worrying about any accidental movement, so you can just
focus on holding and guiding your tool. Ove
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rsized ball bearing helps ensure the long life of the unit. Changing bits is easy due to the
flat-top design. Precision cutting is made possible by the plunge depth adjustment knob. Cons:
Not for the largest of jobs. The linear ball bearing design improves the plunge action and
ensures better performance. Quick-plunge depth adjustment control ensures. A flexible and
versatile unit. Cons: The unit does not include an edge guide. Cab be too big for small to

medium-sized jobs. Makita xtr01t83 review Pros: A wide range of operating speeds. The
powerful motor handles even the most challenging jobs. A hardy and durable unit. Only takes
45 minutes to charge. How helpful was this? Click to rate it! Please dont forget to follow
Banging Toolbox on Facebook or Pinterest. Feedback required: Sounds like this can be
improved for the next reader. Please share how this article can be improved? Submit Feedback.
Aaron Barnett. My name is Aaron, and welcome to Bangingtoolbox. Notify of. Inline Feedbacks.

